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Using an ANN based computational model to simulate
and evaluate Chinese students’ individualized
cognitive abilities which are important to their English
acquisition
J. Yang, M. S. C. Thomas, and X. Liu
Abstract—Experience study shows the different experiment plans and scripts in the second language learning researches will
diversify the conclusions. More than that, the lacking of the simulation tool also has prevented the researchers from
investigating the individualized patterns that cognitive abilities may form to a single learner. Therefore, it is very necessary to
evaluate and simulate the cognitive differences that are important to English(L2) learning under a same standard scale. In this
paper, we propose an ANN computational model based method to simulate individuals’ learning trajectories related to three
cognitive abilities. Our experiment result shows, the ANN computational model not only can accurately reflect the participant
students’ individualized differences, but also can evaluate the compound effects of three cognitive related factors under a same
scale. Based on the reliable results produced by this computational model, English teachers are suggested to use this ANN
computational model based method in their second language teaching activities to predict the learners’ future possible overall
English competences based on a virtual base line.
Index Terms—cognitive ability, short-term memory, long-term memory, phonological awareness, artificial neural network,
computational model

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND

I

ndividual factors that influence language learning include many cognitive individual differences[1], such as
cognitive abilities refers to understanding, perception[2]
and memory[3]. Working memory capacity is one of the
important cognitive related predictors of success in second language learning(L2)[4], many related studies have
testified its importance in English(L2) learning [5-8]. Another important cognitive related factor that matters to
English learning is phonological awareness[9-13]. Wagner’s research[14] concludes that phonological awareness
and short-term verbal memory can be taken as two primary phonological processing skills of second language
acquisition. Although experience studies show positive
correlations between different English language competences and phonological awareness[9-13], and short-term
memory[5-8], the investigating of the compound effects
regard to the cognitive factors that contribute to the second language learning is also a long standing research
topic[15-17].
However, the results about the degree that different cognitive factors’ compound effectiveness to English competences are diverse because of the different experiment
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plans that are adopted in the related experiments, e.g.,
scripts being chosen in the experiments [18] make the
research across scripts is very important[19]. Besides the
script problem being mentioned above, the missing of a
standard evaluation mechanism and instrument is another open problem in the related researching area. More
than that, the lacking of the simulation tool also has prevented the researchers from investigating the individualized patterns that cognitive abilities may form to a single
learner. Besides the evaluation and simulation requirements, longitudinal influences to language learning
brought by the cognitive factors is another important facet to reveal their truly effectiveness to second language
learning[6, 9, 11-13, 16, 17, 20, 21]. Therefore, to develop a
method that can allow the related experiments being designed and evaluated under a same scale is very necessary.
In general, the new method applied in the English(L2)
learning researches need to satisfy the following requirements: the ability to simulate longitudinal trajectories, the
ability to simulate the compound effects of the cognitive
factors under a same evaluation scale, and the ability to
accurately reflect learners’ individualized differences.
Based on this research background, computational model
would be an optimal choice because it not only reveals
the common features shared by the individuals within a
same class, but also can simulate the minor differences
between individuals. One of the main purposes of using
computational models in cognitive related researches is to
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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use them as a tool to understand human’s learning processes[22], and the computational models of development,
particularly those employing artificial neural networks
(ANNs), have provided hypotheses about the mechanistic
bases of language development[23] and language deficits[22]. Different from classical generative approaches[24,
25] which characterize language in terms of a domainspeciﬁc form of knowledge representation called grammar[26], connectionist computational models try to transfer the human’s learning behaviors into mapping problems which take grammars as the characterizations of
some aspects of the behavior [27, 28]. Building up the correlations between input and output based on the experience (training data) in a black-box way is the basic working mechanism of a connectionist computational model.
In this paper, we propose an ANN computational
model based method to simulate individuals’ learning
trajectories related to their cognitive abilities according to
limited discrete data. Our experiment result shows, the
ANN computational model can accurately reflect the participant students’ individualized differences, evaluate the
compound effects of three cognitive related factors under
a same scale, and can reflect the significant features
among different groups which are consistent with the
conclusions of the experience studies. Based on the reliable results produced by this computational model, English teachers are suggested to use this ANN computational model based method in their second language teaching
activities to predict the learners’ future possible overall
English competences based on a virtual base line.

2 METHOD
2.1 Verb and past tense dataset
Past tense's learning is a commonly used base model for
computational models to provide hypotheses of language
related cognitive processes[29]. For a long time, verb and
past tense has been taken to be a paradigmatic linguistic
subsystem exhibiting fundamental properties of language[26]. In this paper, Plunkett & marchman’ 19 binary
phonological featured coding mechanism[30] is chosen to
represent the verbs and their past tenses. Verbs being
used in the experiments are 3-phoneme ones with which
each phoneme is encoded in 19 binary bits. The corresponding meaning of those 19 binary phonological features can be described as follows: sonorant, consonantal,
continant, voiced, labial, anterior, +coronal, back, strident,
nasal, lateral, -coronal, high, central, low, rounded, tense,
diphthong. However, Plunkett & marchman’s original
phonological coding mechanism cannot cover all the
phonemes appeared in the 3-phoneme verbs, 6 extra phonemes are added in our experiment, besides that, a ‘Null’
coding is added to cope with a specific situation. The new
added phonemes are: /ə:/, /iə/, /tr/, /ts/, /dr/ and /dz/, and
the complete coding mechanism of the phonemes is
listed in Appendix A.
Actually, there are only 3 basic forms for those 3-phoneme
verbs, they are CVC, CCV and VCC, where ‘C’ refers to
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consonant pronunciation and ‘V’ refers to vowel pronunciation. The suffix of the past tense are encoded in 5 bits
for different kinds of the past tenses: regular, identical
irregular, vowel change irregular and arbitrary irregular.
Data sets used in this paper are composed by 50 real
verbs and their past tenses, the correct mappings from
verbs to their past tenses are considered as training data
sets, which is used to simulate a virtual learning process
of a student. The real mappings of the individuals are
used as testing data sets to evaluate their performance
differences based on a same benchmark(virtual) learning
trajectory which is simulated by a trained artificial neural
network.
2.2 Designing and implementing the three cognitive
ability related experiment tasks
As stated before, the computational model based method
being proposed has to equip with the abilities to satisfy
the latent demands required by the second language acquisition research. Therefore, a testing that can be executed both by the computational model and the participant students is designed in this part to check whether
the proposed method is practical. The testing includes 3
cognitive related tasks: phonological awareness related
task (task 1), short-term memory ability related task (task
2) and long term memory ability related task (task 3).
In order to evaluate the cognitive related differences under a same evaluation scale, the verbs and past tenses
involved in all 3 tasks follow a same encoding plan, and
50 3-phoneme-verbs and their past tenses compose to a
data set for each task. The details of the three tasks are
described as follow:
(1)Phonological awareness related task (Task 1)
Phonological awareness related task is designed to reflect
the basic phonological awareness ability about English(L2)
of the students whose native language(Chinese)’s phonological feature space is different from English. This task
collects the students’ basic phonological awareness performance about English. In this task, teacher only taught
students the new phonemes’ pronunciation instead of
teaching them the past tense's construction rules. For example, before presenting the past tenses which have ‘ed’
suffix to students, the pronunciation ‘/id/’ will be taught
to students first. If the past tense of the given verb is in an
arbitrary or vowel-changed way, new phonemes appeared in the past tense will be primarily taught by the
teacher. The coding details about the verbs and past tenses being used in this task can be found in Appendix B. 4
steps are involved to implement this task:
a. English teacher helps the participant students to correctly pronounce the given 8 verbs(last time is 10 verbs);
b. English teacher teaches the participant students the
new pronunciations which will appear in the past tenses
of the verbs aforementioned in step a;
c. Requiring participant students to pronounce the past
tenses of the verbs;
d. Recording each participant students’ pronunciations
about each verb’s past tense.
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verbs and their past tenses.
(2)Short-term memory ability related task (Task 2)
This task is mainly used to evaluate participant students’
short-memory ability related to English pronunciation, 50
three-phoneme verbs will be chosen to compose the data
set, and the coding details about the verbs and past tense
being used in this task can be found in Appendix C. 3
steps are involved to implement this task:
a. English teacher helps participant students to correctly
pronounce the given 8 verbs(last time is 10 verbs) and
their past tenses;
b. Presenting participant student with the 8 verbs (last
time is 10 verbs) at a time and requiring them to pronounce their past tenses;
c. Recording each participant students’ pronunciations of
the each verb’s past tense.
(3)Long-term memory ability related task (Task 3)
Long-term memory ability related task is used to evaluate
participant students’ long-memory ability regard to English pronunciation, and it will be implemented based on
short-term memory ability related task, and would share
a same data set with the short-term memory ability related task. But the data set used in this task will be one week
delay compared with the data sets used in short-term
memory ability related task. 2 steps are involved to implement this task:
a. Presenting the verbs which were used in last week’s
short-term memory ability related task to the participant
students and requiring them to pronounce those verbs’
past tenses;
b. Recording each participant students’ pronunciations
about each verb’s past tense.
Those three tasks are repeatedly executive for 7 weeks,
and the specific implementing of the 3 tasks scattered on
the time line is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to be consistent with the restraints requested for testing shortmemory ability, each time only 8 verbs and past tenses are
involved(last time involves 10 verbs).

Fig. 1. Three tasks' executive timeline

2.3 A simulating model based on three artificial
neural networks
As illustrated in Figure 2, 3 artificial neural networks
(ANNs) will be constructed to simulate a virtual learning
process of an individual of the 3 cognitive ability related
tasks, and at the same time to evaluate different learners’
learning performances under a same scale. The training
data set for each ANN is composed by 50 three-phoneme-

ANN used to simulate the process of task 1 is a 62*40*62
three layered one which has 62 neurons on the visible
layer, 40 neurons on the hidden layer and 62 neurons on
the output layer. ANNs used to simulate the process of
task 2 and 3 are in the form of 57*30*62, where number 57,
30, 62 correspond to 57 neurons on the visible layer, 30
neurons on the hidden layer, and 62 neurons on the output layer.

Fig. 2. A sample student numbered 2 is evaluated by 3
trained artificial neural networks
We use 100 epochs to simulate each week, and the training data sets at the beginning of each 100*i+1’th (where i
∈[0,5]) epoch are the pre-defined 8(last time is 10) verbs
and their past-tenses. After successfully trained the ANNs,
participants’ actual performance on those tasks will be
input into those ANNs as testing data sets to evaluate the
simulation abilities of the ANN based computational
model.
2.4 Data generating and collecting
15 students are carefully selected out from over 200 grade
one students in Zongbei experimental middle school,
Chengdu, Sichuan. The participant students include 9
girls and 6 boys (age:12-13, mean=12.33, sd=0.471) , all of
them have not learned the rules of generating past tenses
from verbs before, but are ready to learn, all of them performs normal on their first language. 5 of them are evaluated by their English teacher as learning disorder students (whose overall English competences are extremely
poor, and are labeled as individual 02, 04, 05, 11 and 12) ,
5 are evaluated as normal (labeled as individual 01, 08, 09,
10 and 15) and the rest 5 are evaluated as excellent students (labeled as individual 03, 06, 07, 13 and 14). As stated before, there is an extra virtual student who has a convergent learning trajectory. This virtual student is considered as a base line to provide a benchmark scale for all
participants to compare and simulate their individualized
cognitive abilities. The lines labeled as `Base_line’ which
converges best (with the smallest root mean squared error)
in the following figures represent the performances of
this virtual student.
In Figure 3-5, the participant student 𝑖’ performances of
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each task at each learning epoch 𝑚 is computed through
the following formula, which actually is a relative learning performance compared with a virtual learner who is
allowed to make mistakes during his/her learning process.
In Formula (1), 𝑆𝑖 refers to the student 𝑖’s pronunciation
on each testing verbs and their past tense, and 𝑆𝑉 refers to
the training data set(verbs and the corresponding past
tenses used in the experiment), |𝑆𝑖 | refers to the number
of the patterns that ANN is processing at that epoch.
𝑁𝑒𝑡3𝑚 (. ) is the sigmoid output of the final layer of an
ANN at epoch 𝑚, 𝑤𝑗𝑚 refers to the weight matrix of the
ANN on layer 𝑗 at epoch 𝑚 based on the training data set
𝑆𝑉 . |𝑆𝑖 | = |𝑆𝑉| is different at different learning phase,
|𝑆𝑖 | = 8 ∗ (⌊𝑚/100⌋ + 1), if m ∈ [1,500), otherwise, |𝑆𝑖 | =
50).

2.

Fig. 3. Individualized

performance on Task 1

(1)

(2)

According to formula (1) and (2), the output of the ANNs
regard to each individual is actually the standard deviation
of the benchmark line.

3 RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT AND THE RELATED
DATA ANALYSIS

3.1 Simulating participants’ overall longitudinal
performances on 3 tasks
Figure 3 to 5 are the participant students’ current and
expected future performances regard to phonological
awareness related task, Short-term memory ability related
task and Long-term memory ability related task, respectively. The first 500 epochs simulate the experimental process of the students while the last 400 epochs simulate
their future possible performances. We can tell from those
three charts that almost all testing students’ basic phonological awareness ability will be convergent, while their
short-term memory related ability and their long-term
memory ability diverge in the future. We can observe
participant students’ differences in those overall performance charts based on the benchmark line, but we still
don’t know which kind of ability will make what influences to learners to which degree, and what those individualized simulations’ can do. These questions will be
discussed in the following section.
3.2 Testing the restoring ability of the ANN computational model to the individual cognitive differences
In order to testify whether the ANN computational
model can effectively restore the individual cognitive differences, in this section we conduct an ANOVA analysis
both on participants’ relative RMSE performances (deviation of the benchmark line) and their absolute RMSE (deviation of the correct verbs and their corresponding past
tenses) performances, details are presented in Table 1 and

Fig. 4. Individualized performance on Task 2

Fig. 5. Individualized performance on Task 3

ANOVA comparisons conducted in ANN computational
model(Table 1) and traditional experimental method(Table 2)
show that the significant results are highly similar, except
the appearing time points in Table 2 are in the current while
them in Table 1 are in the future. The delay of the appearing
of the significant differences in ANN can be explained by
formula (1), the benchmark line is a virtual learner who is
allowed to make some mistakes during his/her learning process but finally will be convergent to an error-free state. This
simulated process is more compliant with a truly learning
process. Therefore, the individuals' deviation range of the
benchmark line is narrower than the deviation range of the
correct answer. But, with the performance of the virtual
learner becomes error-free, the differences are appeared
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among different groups because the 𝑁𝑒𝑡3𝑚 (𝑆𝑉) approaches
to 0.
TABLE 1
ANOVA comparison of the participants’ relative RMSEs
of each experimental phase
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conclusion:

If the learning trajectory of an individual’s short-term
memory phonological related ability is above the average
line, that individual may be a learner with poor English(L2)
overall competence.
This conclusion is consistent with the results concluded
from most of the English(L2) acquisition researches[5-8],
and based on this reliable result simulated by the ANN
computational model, we can further infer some more
detailed implications from Figure 3, 4, and 5:

If the learning trajectory of an individual’s short-term
memory phonological related ability diverges instead of
converges to the virtual student’s simulating learning trajectory in the future, that individual may be a learner with poor
English(L2) overall competence.

TABLE 2
ANOVA comparison of the participants’ absolute RMSEs
of each experimental phase

This implication suggests that teachers can use this ANN
computational model based method to predict the learners’ future possible overall English competences with a
partial data set collected at the beginning stage of the
teaching period, and can predict students’ differences
based on the benchmark line.
TABLE 3
Bonferroni comparison of the absolute RMSEs

TABLE 4
Bonferroni comparison of the relative RMSEs

Table 1 and Table 2 indicate that the differences between
learning disorder, normal and excellent learners which appear at 4th and 5th week during the experimental process
can be simulated by the ANN’s outputs at the future epochs.
If the contents in Table 1 and Table 2 are not persuasive
enough, the following Bonferroni Post-hoc analysis on the
significant results (Table 3 and Table 4) can provide more
convincing evidences. Both in Table 3 and Table 4, disorder
learners’ mean RMSE is significantly higher than normal
learners and excellent learners. Table 1-4 indicates that if we
allow a machine learning process being taken as a benchmark line to reflect the differences of the individuals, the
results produced by ANN is as reliable as the results concluded from the traditional methods.
If we plot the individual 02, 04, 05, 11, 12 (labeled as
learning disorder)'s and 03, 06, 07, 13,14(labeled as excellent)'s ANN trajectories about task 2 into two charts (figure 7a and 7b), respectively, we can get the following

3.3 ANN computational model’s simulation ability
to the participants’ individualized trajectories
In this section, we will investigate the ANN computational model’s simulation ability to the participants’ individualized trajectories of 3 cognitive tasks, the relative
ANN RMSE results of each individual is illustrated in
Figure 8. Under a same encoding and script mechanism,
although most participants’ long-term memory performances are obviously poorer than their phonological
awareness and short-term memory performances, there
still exists some exceptions. The computational model
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clearly reflects the longitudinal trajectories of each participant student on 3 cognitive ability related tasks.
Although, no evidence suggests that the long-term
memory capacity is matter to English(L2) learning, it still
cannot deny that long-term memory capacity could have
some influence to some student’s second language acquisition. By using the ANN simulation method proposed in
this paper, the exploring of the diversified possible patterns of individuals’ second language acquisition is feasible. As illustrated in Figure 8, although individual 02 and
12 are both evaluated as learning disorder, two months
after we finished the experiment, student 12’s overall
English competence is much better than 02. The individual’s simulation trajectories may provide more hypotheses
and explanations to diversified English(L2) learning patterns.
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ent clustered (learning disorder, normal and excellent)
individuals. Based on the reliable conclusions rebuilt by
the ANN computational model, another practical using of
the ANN computational model is being suggested in the
related English(L2) teaching activities, that is to predict
the students’ future possible overall English competences
and students’ differences based on the benchmark line.
More than filtered out the cognitive features which are

Fig. 7a. Disorder participants’ performances on task 2

Fig. 7b. Excellent participants’ performances on task 2

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an ANN computational
model based method to evaluate and simulate the cognitive abilities of the learners which are important to their
English(L2) acquisition. The ANN computational model
not only equip with the ability to simulate longitudinal
trajectories, the ability to simulate the compound effects
of the cognitive factors under a same evaluation scale, but
also equip with the ability to accurately reflect learners’
individualized differences.
The experiment results show that the ANN has a good
restoring ability to the significant features among differ-

sensitive to English acquisition, ANN computational
model also can accurately reflect the cognitive factors'
compound effects to different individual’s English acquisition under a same encoding mechanism, which makes
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the providing of new hypotheses about personalized English acquisition possible.
Of cause, the proposed computational model based
method also has its limitation in simulating other kinds of
cognitive factors because not all cognitive abilities can be
modled by verbs and their past tenses. If we want to
evaluate and investigate individual differences covered
more kinds of the cognitive factors related to second language acquisition, new methods need to be explored.
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